Cold-N-Tall
Choreographer: Charlie & Gerry Jines
Description:
36 count, intermediate partner/circle dance
Music:
Pretty Good At Drinkin' Beer by Billy Currington
Position:Closed Position, man facing LOD and lady facing man
Start dancing on lyrics

Beats / Step Description
TRIPLE STEP, TRIPLE STEP, WALK, WALK

1&2
3&4
5-6

MAN: Chassé forward left, right, left
LADY: Chassé back right, left, right
MAN: Chassé forward right, left, right
LADY: Chassé back left, right, left
MAN: Step left forward, step right forward (toe turned out)
LADY: Step right back, step left back (toe turned in)

TRIPLE STEP, TRIPLE STEP TURNING TOGETHER A FULL TURN RIGHT, WALK, WALK
Turning lady 1 ½ turns right to face LOD and change hands into Side By Side Position

1&2
3&4
5-6

MAN: Chassé forward turning ½ right stepping left, right, left
LADY: Chassé back turning ½ right stepping right, left, right
MAN: Chassé back turning ½ right stepping right, left, right
LADY: Chassé forward turning a full turn right stepping left, right, left
Turn lady 1 ½ turns to right as you change hands right to right, left to left facing LOD in side by
side position (Lady will finish turn on next 1&2)

TRIPLE STEP, TRIPLE STEP LADY TURNS WALK, WALK

1&2,3&4 Together shuffle down line of dance
5-6
Man steps forward 5, 6, as he turns lady to her right 1 full turn into cross arm position
Lady steps forward on 5, turns 1 full turn right on 6 going into cross arm position (again finishing
up on next 1&2)
TRIPLE STEP, TRIPLE STEP CHANGING SIDES ON WALK, WALK

1&2-3&4 Together shuffle down line of dance in cross arm position
5-6
Man raises left hands as he steps forward on 5, he steps to the right side bringing right hands to his
right hip bringing left hands in front of lady's waist
Lady steps back on 5, she steps to her left on 6 her right hand is behind man's back resting on his
right hip
Left hands connected in front of lady at waist level (skaters position) triple step, triple
STEP CHANGING SIDE AGAIN ON WALK, WALK

1&2,3&4 Together shuffle down line of dance in skaters position
5-6
Man steps back on 5 releasing right hands leading lady across in front of him back into side by
side position as he steps forward on 6
Lady steps in front of man on 5 turning to her right, finishing her full right turn on 6 back to side
by side position
TRIPLE STEP, TRIPLE STEP, TURN LADY AND ALSO CHANGE HANDS ON WALK, WALK

1&2,3&4 Together shuffle down line of dance in side by side position
5-6
Man does a walk, walk as he turns lady to her left 1 ½ turns on her walk, walk. Also changing
hands going back to close position
Lady will finish her 1 ½ turn on the next triple step
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